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AMERICAN	ALPINE	JOURNAL	2017:	THE	WORLD’S	
MOST	 SIGNIFICANT	 CLIMBS.	 Golden,	 Colorado:	
The	American	Alpine	Club,	2017.	ISBN	978-1-933056-
96-8.	AAJ,	Vol.	59,	Issue	91.	383	p.,	colour	illus.,	index.	
Softbound.	US$35.00.	
ARCTICNESS:	 POWER	 AND	 VOICE	 FROM	 THE	
NORTH.		Edited	by	ILAN	KELMAN.	London:	UCL	Press,	
2017.	ISBN	978-1-787350-14-4.	xix	+	184	p.,	b&w	and	
colour	 illus.,	 28	 contributors,	 notes	 with	 references,	
index.	 Hardbound,	 £35.00;	 Softbound,	 £17.99.	 Also	
available	in	epub,	PDF,	mobi,	and	html	formats.
LET’S	MOVE	ON:	 PAUL	OKALIK	 SPEAKS	OUT.	 By	
PAUL	OKALIK;	historical	 context	by	LOUIS McCOMBER. 
Montreal:	Baraka	Books,	2018.	 ISBN	978-177186-136-
6.	199	p.,	map,	b&w	illus.,	notes,	bib.,	index.	Softbound.	
Cdn$22.95;	US$19.95.	Also	available	in	epub	and	PDF	
formats.
TO	THE	ENDS	OF	THE	EARTH:	THE	TRUTH	BEHIND	
THE	GLORY	OF	POLAR	EXPLORATION.	By	 JOHN 
V.H. DIPPEL.	 Amherst,	 New	York:	 Prometheus	 Books,	
2018.	ISBN	978-1-63388-411-3.	343	p.,	b&w	illus.,	notes,	
index.	Hardbound.	Cdn$29.50;	US$28.00.	Also	available	
as	an	ebook.
WHITE	 FOX	 AND	 ICY	 SEAS	 IN	 THE	 WESTERN	
ARCTIC:	 THE	 FUR	 TRADE,	 TRANSPORTATION,	
AND	 CHANGE	 IN	 THE	 EARLY	 TWENTIETH	
CENTURY.	 By	 JOHN	 R.	 BOCKSTOCE.	 New	 Haven,	
Connecticut:	Yale	University	Press,	2018.	ISBN	978-0-
300-22179-4.	xv	+	327	p.,	maps,	b&w	illus.,	chronology,	
glossary,	notes,	bib.,	index.	Hardbound.	US$40.00.
.
